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Abstract
Literary criticism is a kind of commentary genre, with a certain color of argumentation. Toulmin’s model, as an
important method of non-formal logic, has played an important role in the analysis of argumentative discourse
(Yang, 2004). Therefore, it also provides a new perspective for the study of literary criticism. This paper, on the
basis of consummating Toulmin’s model, analyzes different specific arguments of The Well of Loneliness, this
controversial literary work whether can become a literary classic and widely recognized in different times,
combined with literary criticism, and tries to characterize the internal structure of the argumentation, analysis of
the dynamic process of argumentation and improvement of the pragmatic strategies of argumentation in a finer
way. Thereby, it is more rational to verdict and to verify the rationality and effectiveness of the argumentation.
Then suggestions of the construction and perfection of literary criticism can be provided.
Keywords: Toulmin’s model, literary criticism, The Well of Loneliness, argumentation
1. Introduction
1.1 Background of the Research
Literary criticism is a kind of commentary genre, with a certain color of argumentation (Terry, 2004). Therefore,
literary criticism is the driving force of the progress in literary. Zhou Shuren (Lu Xun) also raised the opinion
that “only when literary criticism is done well can develop literary creation well” (Chen, 1992, p. 34). One of the
important function of literary criticism is to express the critics’ awareness and appreciation of the aesthetic value
of the literary works, inspiring and helping the readers to raise the level of appreciation, providing correct and
meaningful criticism and suggestions for the authors of the literary works. Therefore, it is a great benefit for the
readers to clarify the argumentative structure in an effective way to correctly understand the critics’ criticism and
suggestions. Meanwhile, it is also dramatically meaningful for critics to master the valid literary criticism to
write down convincing and understandable commentary articles. However, the study of literary criticism all this
time has been limited among the definition, characteristics, function, linguistic features and so on while the
research on the structure has been also limited among the components from the macro perspective. On the study
of the writing methods in literary criticism, “the writing of literary criticism is not only a comprehensive but also
a high level of creative aesthetic activity” (Chai, 2009). On the study of the characteristics of linguistics, “it is
helpful to study the intertextual structure of discourse between literary discourse and literary works by referring
to the theory of intertextuality, which can help to better sum up the stylistic paradigm of literary commentary
discourse and explore its motive and structural regularity” (Zhu, 2011). On the study of the literary commenting
language, “literary commentary language to tell the facts, to be accurate, to be scientific” (Yang, 2004). However,
the analysis of the structure and process of the argumentation is almost empty. The literary commentary has a
certain subjectivity, but the logical argumentative structure of the careful literary criticism and its detailed and
clear argument process are of great help to the argumentation and the improvement of the degree of conviction.
This essay is a brand-new try that the analysis of literary criticism texts with utilization of Toulmin’s model. We
can clearly reveal the internal argumentative structure of literary criticism, show the process of argumentation of
literary criticism, so as to make the audience analyze the argument structure and method of the whole argument,
judge the rationality of their views in a more rational way to get access to more reliable information. But also, it
provides new inspiration for the analysis of literary criticism and writing.
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1.2 Significance of this Research
This research is very beneficial for literary critics to analyze the whole reasoning structure and methods of the
argumentation and to verdict the reasonableness of the arguments aimed at achieving more reliable information
in a more rational way. At the same time, this analysis also provides a new enlightenment for the analysis and
writing of literary criticism.
2. Literature Review
Argumentation is a verbal and social activity of reason aimed at increasing (or decreasing) the acceptability of a
controversial standpoint for the listener or reader, by putting forward a constellation of propositions intended to
justify (or refute) the standpoint before a rational judge (Eemeren, van Grootendorst, & Francisca, 1996). Since
Aristotle established the Syllogism, the basic argumentation mode which is from the premise to conclusion has
constituted the core of the study on Logic (Aristotle, 1984, pp. 100-121). The research on deduction has been
continuously extended to the analysis of more common thinking patterns such as induction, analogy, symptom
and causality. However, the exploration of the potential common factors hidden in those basic modes is fewer
(Driver & Newton, et al., 2000). With the development of the 20th New Rhetoric, the study of argumentation has
re-surged. British philosopher, Stephen Toulmin raised an argumentation model from the perspective of informal
logic which achieved the extensive attention and wide recognition. This model has provided a new perspective
whether for the study of complicated argumentation phenomena or for the research on argumentation. It also
made a great and profound difference. Besides, the study of literary criticism all this time has been limited
among the definition, characteristics, function, linguistic features and so on while the research on the structure
has been also limited among the components from the macro perspective (David, 1981). The analysis of the
structure and process of the argumentation is almost empty. Therefore, it is a brand-new try that the analysis of
literary criticism texts with utilization of Toulmin’s model.
3. Theoretical Assumptions
3.1 The Introduction of Toulmin’s Model
Toulmin considered that the syllogism argumentation model of the formal logic that the conclusion is from the
major and minor premise has a lot of limitations in dealing with the analysis of daily argumentation (McCroskdy,
1965). Thus, he raised an essence logic which matches argumentation practice. How does the validity of
arguments depend on the mold in which they are cast and how must we view the validity and form of arguments
if we are interested in evaluating them? (Grennan, 1997) These are the questions asked by Toulmin when he
turns to the level of single argumentation known as the micro-level. In answering these questions, in 1958, he
chose legal argumentation as his example. The mode he introduces to represent the layout of arguments is a
procedural one, that is, one in which the various functions of the steps that are successively taken are given due
consideration, consisting of claim, warrants, backing, qualifier and rebuttal on the basis of the analogy of
jurisprudence. That is the Toulmin’s model.
3.2 The Analytic Framework of Toulmin’s Model
Toulmin pointed out that argumentation begins with data and raises the claim through warrant. Claim, data and
warrant are the three basic and essential elements of Toulmin’s model. Backing, qualifier and rebuttal are three
complementary elements as assistant. In Toulmin’s terminology, the standpoint put forward and to be upheld is
called the claim (C). How can a claim that has been attacked be defended? One way of defending it is to point to
certain facts on which the claim is based that data (D). Then the third step in argumentation consists of providing
the justification or warrant (W) for using the data concerned as support for the claim- for the data-claim
relationship. The warrant can be expressed by a general statement referring to a rule, principle and so on. In
principle, this general statement will have a hypothetical form (if data then claim). The warrant functions as a
bridge between the data and the claim. In Toulmin’s view the warrant can take different forms. It can be very
brief: If D then C. However, this brief from is based on the assumption that the warrant is a rule without any
exceptions, and that the accuracy of the warrant itself is not at issue. The force of the warrant would be
weakened if there were exceptions to the rule, in which case conditions of exception or rebuttal(R) would have to
be inserted. The claim must then be weakened by means of qualifier (Q). A backing (B) is required if the
authority of the warrant is not accepted straight away.
With the development of informal logic, Brockriede and Ehninger interpret Toulmin’s model as a rhetorical
model, which is reflected in their classification of sorts of argumentation (Brockriede & Ehninger, 1969). This
classification goes back to the Aristotelian tripartition of means of persuasion based on logos, pathos or ethos.
The first type they call substantive, the second motivational and the third authoritative. The differences between
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these threee forms of arguumentation, saay Brockriede aand Ehninger, must be lookeed for in the naature of the wa
arrant
in Toulminn’s model. In a substantive aargument, the w
warrant tells uss something abbout the way inn which “the th
hings
in the worlld about us” reelate to one annother, in a mottivational arguument, it tells uus something aabout the emottions,
values, dessires or motivees which can m
make the claim
m acceptable too the person to whom the arggument is addre
essed,
and in an authoritative argument
a
it saays somethingg about the reliability of the source from which the data are
drawn.

P
of Litterary Criticissm
4. The Arggumentation Process
Literary crriticism is a kiind of commenntary genre, w
with a certain ccolor of argum
mentation. Literrary criticism is
i the
use of literrary theory to study, exploree, reveal the law
w of the devellopment of liteerature to guide the creative work
of literary creation. Liteerary criticism includes poettic commentarry, fiction com
mmentary, prosse comment, drama
commentaary, film and teelevision comm
mentary and so on. Literary criticism can be demonstraated through a wide
variety of materials (Fraank & Thomass, 1990). Its coomments are lliterary works,, including ficction, poetry, prose,
p
drama, paiinting, film annd so on. The ppurpose of thee comment is through the iddeological conttent, creative style,
s
artistic chaaracteristics annd other aspeccts of the discuussion, evaluaation, commenttary, of coursee, can be sidellined,
cited a varriety of materiaal argument, soo as to improvve the level of rreading and apppreciation.
It is also a theoretical typpe which focuuses on evaluatting writers, w
works, literaturee and literary ttrends as the ta
arget.
Critics exppress their ow
wn knowledge and judgmentts towards thee aesthetic valuue of the worrks through wrriting
literary criiticism, whichh can enlightenn and help reaaders improvee the level of appreciating tthe literature. Then
correction, meaningful comments
c
and suggestions caan be raised.
The Well oof Loneliness is written by R
Radcliffe Halll, which is thee first famous masterpiece thhat wrote lesb
bians.
This workk was regardedd as “Lesbian B
Bible”. The puublishing of thhis book in 19228 spelled an iintense controv
versy
(Hall, 20044).
“On that sspring, when Stephen first felt spring likke the lingerinng smoke, shhe never thougght that she would
w
prematurelly taste the flaavor of frustratted love. Whenn she saw the beloved womaan lying in thee arms of a ma
an, he
was kissinng the woman rudely. A chiild’s panic andd anger turnedd into a brokeen flowerpot inn Stephen’s hands,
smashing the man’s boddy. Blood flow
wed out from hhis pale face, but the mentaal suffering off a person who
o has
sexual perrversion driftinng lonely in thee heterosexuall world has not been suppresssed. She triedd to escape until the
fate caughht her.”
This is thee first descripttion of lesbiann love in The Well of Loneliiness. In 1928, shortly after its publishing
g, the
London coourt judged its content “obsccene” and it shhall be destroyeed immediatelly. Radcliffe H
Hall shouted ou
utside
the court: "I protest, stroongly protest!”” which also diid not change the determinattion of the juddge. Until nearly 80
years laterr, the novel waas to get liftedd and to be broought to light. This extraorddinary novel off passion proved to
the whole world that lesbbian love is noot dirty and uglly. It was stereeotypes and reccalcitrance thaat designated a cage
for lesbiann love. This novel describes S
Stephan’s firstt half life which shows the unnyielding strugggle.
This bookk has not been accepted for a very long tiime although tthere were moore than forty celebrities suc
ch as
Shaw, Forrster, and Eliott, Woolf coupple and Heminngway and Dreeiser supportinng this novel. This research
h will
choose a liiterary criticism
m by Liu Jinjuuan on this boook and analyzee how this liteerary criticism evaluate and argue
a
for the righht of lesbians.
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In the beginning of 20thh century in Euurope, in varioous mechanism
ms which weree defending thee ideological, there
was no sppace for the lesbians. Heterrosexuality waas preached inn school, chuurch, marriagee and family while
w
homosexuuality is taboo and cannot bee spoken. Therrefore, homoseexuals should ffirstly face thee confusion off who
they are before facing thhe giant challeenge by variouus mechanisms. This novel is no doubt a denouncement and
challenge to the traditionn and values oof heterosexuallity. What Halll’s The Well off Loneliness w
wish is the tolerrance
and accepttability of hom
mosexuality froom the whole w
world.
This articlle will take “thhe Speak for tthe Homosexuual—An Analyysis of Morriss and The Welll of Loneliness” to
analyze thhe argumentativve structure annd process of lliterary criticissm in details (L
Liu, 2012). In this critical arrticle,
this authorr mentions thee key argumennt in the openiing of this liteerary criticism
m, that is the claim of the model,
m
which is tthat lesbians’ right
r
to survivve and to purssue the happinness should bee stuck up for. And then, several
argumentss are followed to
t strengthen tthis claim suchh as the confussion of the boddy and the desiire of the body. The
author conncludes the argguments with a two-tiered strructure. The reelevant argumeents are integraated as followss:
To sum upp, this literary criticism’s
c
arguumentation proocess is showeed in the follow
wing.
(1).
Claim: Lessbians’ right too survive and tto pursue the hhappiness shouuld be stuck upp for.
(What havve you got to go on?)
Data: Lesbbians are the saame as heterossexuals.
(How do yyou get there?))
Warrant: T
They have the same
s
desire off the body as hheterosexuals. ((Is that alwayss the case?)
Rebuttal: N
No, but it essentially is if thee different wayys of having seex are taken innto account or the topic of talking
about sex iis a taboo.
Qualifier: True: it is onlyy essentially soo.
Backing: L
Lesbians are boound together because of lovve should not bbe considered as sin in the eyyes of God.

(2).
b tolerant andd respected.
Claim: Lessbians should be
(What havve you got to go on?)
Data: Lesbbians have the severer confussion of identityy and greater cchallenge to thhe world.
(How do yyou get there?))
Warrant: T
Their physiologgical gender caannot match thheir psychologgical gender coongenitally andd posteriorly.
(Is that alw
ways the case?)
Rebuttal: N
No, but it geneerally is if hom
mosexuality is a bit more accceptable as tim
me goes, they w
would not shoulder
much more suffering of the confusion of identity andd challenge.
Qualifier: True: it is alm
most certainly so.
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Backing: L
Lesbians are boound together because of lovve should not bbe considered as sin in the eyyes of God.

In this caase, the Toulm
min’s model simplifies thee argument diiscourse in thhe form of ouutline, revealss the
argumentaative frameworrk of literary ccriticism, excaavates the inneer logical struucture and reassoning processs and
reveals thee relationship between the cconstitutive rellations. The w
whole commenntary argumentts and the structure
are clear, jjustified and valid.
v
As Toullmin said, “in the various sttudies, exploraations, and decisions that pe
eople
have madee, what are thee “reason” thaat we use in thhe end? And how the “functional differencces” of “reason” in
different aareas will affeect how we evaluate the arrguments and beliefs in diffferent areas?”” (Toulmin, 2015),
everythingg mentioned above
a
is achieved in the aanalysis in thhis paper, andd the analysis of the functtional
differencess in the reasonns for literary ccriticism will cconstitute an im
mportant aspecct of the next sttep.
5. Argumeent Strategy in
i Literary Crriticism
In Toulminn’s model, the fact is not connclusive. The proof of the fa
facts directly ddepends on thee author’s creattivity
and imaginnation, so calleed “artistic prooof (proof)”, thhat is, Aristotlee mentioned thhat “the probabble proof belon
nging
to the art iitself” in Rhetooric (Aristotle,, 1984). Ehningger and Brockkriede argued thhat the use of artifacts in rhe
etoric
argumentss can be divideed into rationaal arguments, aauthoritative arrguments, emootional argumeents. In the vie
ew of
Toulmin, tthe argument will seek valiidity, but this validity referss not only to tthe logical levvel, but also to
o the
substantivee level of vaalidity. In the actual argum
mentation, the argumentatioon is not onlyy to eliminate
e the
controverssy. More impoortantly, the puurpose is rhetooric, that is to persuade the audience, acceess to the audiience
obedience and support (C
Chritopher & Tindale, 1999)). “The rhetoriical argumentaation argues that the rationaliity of
the argum
ment is linked to certain stanndards and m
morality, arguinng that the arggumentation iss sufficient to take
account off the specific circumstances
c
of the audiennce, including the value orientation, and thhat the argume
ent is
acceptablee as long as theey can win the recognition” ((Fan, 2003).
Throughouut the persuasiion process, thhe use of arguuments is particcularly importtant. In supporrt of the reasoning,
the use off the argumennts covers threee types of rhhetoric. Next, the language of the literaryy criticism wiill be
analyzed bby the rhetoriccal model to eexplore the arggumentative sttructure of liteerary criticism and to explain
n the
artistic connnection betweeen data and cllaim (Leavis, 11937).
5.1 Rationnal Argument
Rationalityy has always been
b
the greateest characteristtic of mankindd which is diffferent from othher animals and the
most basicc characteristicc of mankind.. The rational argument streesses that the ttruth of facts or the truth iss that
people bellieve that whatt is true (Hitchhcock, 2005). T
Thus, rational aargumentationn usually uses ffacts, examples and
intellectuaal views, as weell as inductionn, comparisonn, causality andd other means of logical arggument to perssuade
the audiennce to accept their
t
views (Joonsenm & Touulmin, 1988). The intellectuual view is direectly related to the
knowledgee structure andd the cognitive ability, and it can be seenn that differennt people have different pote
ential
differencess on the rationnal arguments.
In this crittic article, in the
t early 20thh century, Euroope, in the defense of ideollogy of the vaarious mechanisms,
there is nno homosexuuality of the school, churrch, marriage,, the family is preached are heterosexual.
Homosexuuality is taboo,, cannot speakk. Therefore, H
Homosexuals aare confronted with what peoople are confro
onted
with beforre the great chaallenges of syllable systems. With the moddel, we can furtther dig deepeer into the argu
ument
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that lesbians are more confused about identity and the world has greater challenges, and therefore further
stressed the argument that “lesbians should be more tolerant and respect.” The rational argument is the main part
of this literary criticism.
5.2 Emotional Argument
Aristotle speaks of the role of emotional argument in Rhetoric: “When the audience’s emotions are moved by the
speaker, the speaker can use the audience’s mind to be persuasive because we have different judgments when we
are in different moods such as in sorrow or joy, kindness or hatred.” (Aristotle, 1997) From this point of view,
the emotional argument is no less than rational argument. Emotional arguments often use the reader's indignation,
compassion, disappointment and anxiety and other personal emotional factors to persuade.
In this critical article, the heroine of The Well of Loneliness, Stephen’s pain, comes from the shackles of religion
and secular prejudice, and Stephen accepts Christ as a believer, and now finds himself a sinner in the sight of
God, and her feelings fall into the abyss. She does not understand where she is wrong in the end, which will be
subject to God’s punishment, like Cain whom God was marked on the forehead. She was treated as “morally
leprosy”. She felt ashamed and frightened about her own “survival mystery” so that her mother felt “nauseous”,
but she could not change her own homosexual tendencies. This part inspires the readers’ sympathy heart by
describing the lesbian’s confusion about self-identity in details.
5.3 Authoritative Argument
The authoritative argument argues through the three excellent qualities of the “knowledge, virtue and goodwill”
of the arguer (Jin & Wang, 2015). Because of the knowledge, the arguer can put forward the correct view;
because of virtue and goodwill, the arguer can share the views which they know with the audience. The power of
authoritative arguments depends on the psychological role of the audience, the higher the degree of trust in the
audience, the greater the likelihood of accepting his or her speech. Aristotle said: “In fact, it basically can be said
that the speaker’s character has the most important persuasive force.”
The literary commentary mentioned “before the Bible listed in this article on homosexual taboos can also be
understood that it is God is in the punishment of fornication rather than the true love between each gay. Gay is
not a group of men and women who only have the sexual desire. They still love deeply, love bravely, and they
also can sacrifice their own life to the person they love. And the combination of homosexuality because of love
should not be the sins of God’s eyes.” Here the author starts the argumentation from the authority—God.
Authoritative remarks can convince the readers and the argument doesn’t have any doubt.
In the above three arguments, rational argument is to solve the logical problem—feasibility; authoritative
argument is to resolve the psychological factors of the audience—credibility; emotional argument is to resolve
the audience's emotional bias-acceptability. Among them, reason is the basis and feasibility and acceptability are
the most important factors affecting the success of argumentation.
6. Conclusions and Implications
It has been past for eight or nine decades since the novel has been finished writing. People’s acknowledgment of
homosexuality has turned for three times. The first time is making homosexuals experience the transition from
sinner on religious sense and criminal on legitimate sense to the patient. The second time is the transition from
the pathology of the body or the soul to the normal situation. The third time is that homosexuality is a totally
different lifestyle and it has achieved legal status in many countries. In those three transitions, argumentation by
a lot of literary authors made a great difference.
Toulmin’s model describes the structure of reasoning and process and also provides a new perspective of
analyzing and writing literary criticism. From this research, some implications are as follow.
Firstly, controversy happens in that the acceptability of the book or the related topic is doubted. Therefore, it is
very important to conclude a concise opinion in a literary criticism (Kuhn, 1993). The type and ways of
expression of those arguments directly decide the structure and ways of argumentation. Meanwhile, those
arguments need warrants and backing to support the argumentation.
Secondly, it is general that argumentative speech act is a dispersed and single group. This group should be
connected with the arguments which the group is supported by some certain methods such as internal logic
deduction. Thereby a rigorous entirety can be formed, which is just the meaning of Toulmin’s model. Therefore,
what role that each component plays in the argumentation structure is? What are the relations between the
components? What conclusions can be attained through the book? Literary critics should clearly know about
these points.
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At last, when literary critics write the criticism on the books, they should pay more attention to the readers. They
need to give more importance to rhetoric. Those comments should make readers consider as the reply to the
doubts or refutation of readers’ heart.
However, literary criticism has certain subjectivity which cannot be avoided. Literary critics should try to hold
more rational attitudes toward the related books. Then, the controversial topics written by authors can be more
acceptable and acknowledged by more and more readers.
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